Introduction {#s0005}
============

The ability to alter behaviour according to changes in the environment is important for the survival of any organism. One of the classic measures of behavioural flexibility is reversal learning, where a dominant response is overridden in favour of a weaker competing alternative due to a change in feedback contingencies. Cortically, it is now well established that damage to the ventral prefrontal cortex leads to impairments in visual discrimination reversal learning in humans ([@bb0095; @bb0145]), monkeys ([@bb0075; @bb0150; @bb0155]) and rats ([@bb0055; @bb0265]). This is mirrored by functional neuroimaging studies in humans that show a change in blood flow in a network of brain regions at the point in time when subjects first switch their responding following a reversal of the reward contingencies. This network includes the lateral orbitofrontal cortices (LOFC) ([@bb0050; @bb0105; @bb0120; @bb0125; @bb0215]) and the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) ([@bb0035; @bb0065; @bb0105]). Indeed, multiple regions within the inferior frontal cortex may contribute to reversal learning. Thus, ablations of either areas 11, 13 and 14 (medial orbitofrontal cortex MOFC), or area 12 (including LOFC and LPFC) in rhesus macaques, disrupt reversal learning ([@bb0150; @bb0155]); albeit with a different pattern of errors (for review see [@bb0295]). In support of this hypothesis, we have shown that the effects on reversal learning of excitotoxic lesions of area 12 (LPFC and LOFC) and areas 11 and anterior 13 (anteromedial OFC) in the new world monkey, the common marmoset, can be differentiated according to the level of prior reversal learning experience ([@bb0255]). However, the separable contributions of LOFC and LPFC have not been determined. In addition, the precise contributions of other regions outside of the ventral prefrontal cortex that have also been implicated in visual discrimination reversal learning, in particular, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the caudate nucleus (CN) ([@bb0060; @bb0065; @bb0240]) remain unclear.

The reversal learning process, whilst providing a useful gauge of behavioural flexibility, is cognitively heterogeneous, being composed of multiple sub-processes. For example, successful reversal performance requires a participant to process task feedback and to instigate searching for an optimal behaviour by overriding a dominant response and reorienting the focus of attention. Thus, in order to better specify the neural basis of reversal learning, the present study sought to determine how anatomically distinct components of the executive system responded during the cognitively separable stages of the reversal learning process. In particular, we wanted to determine whether activations in both the LPFC and LOFC were specifically related to feedback driven learning in the presence of contingency change or not. Accordingly, participants undertook a series of visual discriminations and reversals in which they had to select one of a set of abstract patterns, subsequent to which they received feedback in the form of either an attractive or an unattractive female face. The reward contingencies were probabilistic and reversed unpredictably after a variable number of consecutive correct responses. This design enabled us to examine whether the BOLD responses were related to i) the processing of negative feedback in general, ii) the initiation of a new search iii) switching response from one object to another in the presence of a prepotent response (reversal) or iv) switching response from one object to another, in the absence of a prepotent response (acquisition). Such a comparison has not been possible in the majority of previous imaging studies of reversal learning, because these studies investigated either the serial reversal learning of a single discrimination ([@bb0065; @bb0215]) --- thus lacking a suitable control for (ii) and (iv), used an absolute reward contingency ([@bb0120]) preventing the independent analysis of (i) and (iii) or presented stimuli concurrently ([@bb0105]) not allowing for comparison of (iii) and (iv).

Methods {#s0010}
=======

Participants {#s0015}
------------

Nineteen healthy right handed, male volunteers with no history of psychiatric intervention or neurological illness participated in this study (mean age 29 ± 6 youngest 19, oldest 40). All participants gave written consent prior to taking part and the study was approved by the Hertfordshire Local Research Ethics Committee.

Experimental design {#s0020}
-------------------

On an individual trial, a stimulus set containing three abstract patterns was displayed ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) and the participant responded by selecting one of the patterns using the first three fingers of their right hand on a button box. At the point of response the patterns were removed from the screen and positive or negative feedback was received. This was in the form of a picture of either an attractive or an unattractive female face presented in the centre of the screen for 2 s. Overall, males prefer to view attractive female faces ([@bb0005]) and in the present study they preferentially selected the patterns that led to presentation of faces from the attractive category. For any individual feedback event the specific face that was presented varied, having been selected from a pool of either 125 attractive faces or 51 unattractive faces (see below). After a short inter-stimulus interval, a new trial began, and the patterns reappeared on the screen, pseudo-randomly reshuffled into the three horizontal positions with the constraint that the same pattern could not appear in the same location 3 times in a row, nor could the order of patterns be the same on any two consecutive trials. The trials were arranged in blocks so that during any given phase of the task there was a rule defining which of the patterns from the stimulus set was 'optimal', being the most likely to lead to the reception of positive feedback. The feedback contingencies were set so that selection of the optimal pattern led to positive feedback five times out of every six and negative feedback one time out of every six. By contrast, selecting one of the other patterns always led to negative feedback. Participants were not informed of these contingencies and were simply told to respond however they wanted to. Once the same pattern had been selected five or six times in succession, including at least one misleading feedback trial, it was deemed that a routine response had been established. These responses had to be consecutive with no response to an alternative pattern in between. Subsequently, the rule determining which pattern was optimal, changed. Hence, continued selection of the previously chosen pattern now led to the presentation of an unattractive face, whereas selection of one of the patterns that had previously led to presentation of an unattractive face now led to presentation of an attractive face most of the time. After this change in the rule, the reward contingencies remained unchanged until a criterion of 5 or 6 consecutive responses to the newly optimal pattern was reached. At this point a completely new set of patterns was presented, marking the beginning of a new block of trials.

Each block, therefore, consisted of five distinct phases of behaviour. In the first phase 'acquisition 1' the participant explored the outcomes relating to selection of the different patterns. In the second phase 'criterion 1', the participant settled on selecting repeatedly the same pattern that they deemed most likely to lead to positive feedback. In the third phase 'contingency change' the rule defining which pattern was most likely to lead to positive feedback changed, and the participant determined, on the basis of the negative feedback, that a change in behaviour would lead to a more rewarding outcome. This third phase culminated in a reversal event in which the participant inhibited the dominant routine response to the previously rewarded pattern and started selecting one of the other patterns. The participant then entered the fourth phase 'acquisition 2' in which they explored the new outcomes when selecting the patterns, subsequent to which they entered the fifth and final 'criterion 2' phase of consistently responding to the pattern that led to the most rewarding outcome. Only those blocks in which all five phases were successfully completed were included in the event related fMRI analysis.

In half the blocks, although three patterns were presented on the screen, only two were available for selection since one of them was considered inactive, denoted by being covered in small crosses. Although any responses to the inactive pattern were recorded they did not lead to any change of the display. These blocks alternated such that after participants had completed a block of trials using 3 available patterns, they would begin a block with only 2 patterns available. This manipulation was intended to examine differences in neural response associated with the degree of choice available to the participant at the point of reversal. However, as no significant results were associated with this manipulation it will not be discussed further here.

Face stimuli {#s0025}
------------

The attractive and unattractive face stimuli were presented as colour images with direct eye gazes. To ensure similarity in emotional facial expression only faces with neutral to mild smiles were included in the stimulus set. Faces were scanned from print media, obtained from other researchers ([@bb0220]) or selected from databases available online (Computer Vision Laboratory Face Database, University of Ljubljana ([@bb0270])). Images were cropped to have little or no hair and were placed on a grey background. In total 214 images were prepared and these were presented to 13 males who met the criteria for scanning but who did not take part in the experiment. These males rated the faces on a visual analogue scale (VAS). The faces were presented individually in a randomised order on a computer screen above the VAS, which was anchored on the left as 'Unattractive' and the right as 'Attractive'. All ratings were normalised to the length of the scale and faces subsequently used in the scanning task were those with a mean rating above 0.6 (125 images), defined as attractive, and those with a mean rating below 0.5 (51 images), defined as unattractive.

Instructions {#s0030}
------------

Participants were presented with instructions, both verbally and in written form, immediately before commencement of the training session. Care was taken to ensure that participants were not explicitly made aware of the attractiveness of the faces they viewed."'You will be presented with three patterns on the screen. Selecting one of the patterns will result in a picture being displayed on the screen and the type of picture will depend on the pattern you have chosen. There are no right or wrong answers in this task. Whenever a new set of patterns appears, you are asked to try them all and after that, you are free to choose which type of picture you wish to view. On some trials, you may notice that one of the patterns is covered in crosses. This means that the particular pattern is not active and trying to select it will not result in viewing a picture. In this case, please make your choices from the remaining two patterns.'"

In addition, participants were verbally reminded: 'When you see a new set of patterns, please select each available pattern at least once. This is to make sure you have sampled all of the available patterns. After this you may continue selecting patterns according to your own preferences. Please pay attention to the images in case things change as you go along'.

Data acquisition {#s0035}
----------------

Prior to entering the scanner, all participants underwent a short training session (\~ 5--10 min) to ensure that they understood and were capable of performing the task. This training session involved performance of at least two complete reversals on a laptop computer outside the scanner. All participants underwent the same training task and the patterns and faces seen during this session were not used in the scanning tasks. Once the participants had completed the scanning task, they were asked to rate all the faces on a computerised VAS (as described above).

19 participants completed the task, each of whom undertook two 18 minute sessions of scanning acquisition in a 3T Bruker Medspec s300 scanner at the Wolfson Brain Imaging Centre, Cambridge, UK. Two data sets were lost due to technical problems, leaving 17 full data sets in the fMRI analysis. A total of 1005 gradient echo T2-weighted EPI images depicting blood-oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast were collected for each of two sessions and the first 18 volumes from each session were discarded to avoid T1-equilibriation effects. We collected 21 slices per volume with a slice thickness of 4 mm, inter-slice gap of 1 mm and a TR of 1.1 s. Resolution within each slice was 3.125 mm × 3.125 mm. Slices were angled away from the orbits to avoid signal dropout in the OFC due to magnetic susceptibility inhomogeneity. A T1-weighted structural MRI image was also collected for anatomical data.

Data were processed using Statistical Parametric Mapping 5 (SPM5 --- Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London). Preprocessing consisted of slice time correction, reorientation, correcting for participant motion, geometric un-distortion using phase maps ([@bb0070]), spatial normalisation to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute EPI template, and smoothing with an 8 mm Full-Width Half-Maximum Gaussian kernel.

fMRI analyses {#s0040}
-------------

11 regressors were entered into the individual participant\'s fixed effects analyses in SPM 5. The regressors were formed by convolving onsets and durations of the events of interest with the canonical haemodynamic response function. Two of the regressors were defined during the acquisition phases when the participants were exploring the reward contingencies associated with responding to the different patterns. These regressors were defined according to whether the participant selected the same pattern as on the previous response (acquisition stay) or switched to selecting a different pattern after receiving negative feedback (acquisition switch). A further three regressors were defined during the criterion phases and the contingency change phase, where the participants were repeatedly responding to the pattern that they had identified as being the most likely to lead to positive feedback. These were defined as repetitions during criterion on the basis of positive feedback (an attractive face --- criterion positive), repetitions during criterion after the reception of probabilistic negative feedback (criterion negative), and repetitions in the contingency change phase after receiving negative feedback (contingency negative). Two regressors were included representing the first response of a new search after criterion. The first of these was the reversal, representing the stage in time at which the participant first selected a different pattern to the one consistently chosen during the criterion 1. The second was the first time that the new stimulus set was presented after criterion 2 and the participant selected a new stimulus from that set for the first time (stimulus-set change). These regressors were defined from the visual onset of the patterns until the time at which the participant responded. In order to identify those brain regions in which the BOLD response correlated with the perceived attractiveness of the faces, another four regressors were formed from the onsets and durations of the feedback events. The first of these was modulated according to the VAS ratings for each face in a linear manner, whilst the other three were modulated by the second, third and fourth order non-linear polynomials of the VAS scores to ensure that any non-linear correlations between reported score and BOLD signal change were accounted for.

Data for these events were extracted from anatomically defined regions of interest (ROIs) using the MarSBaR ROI toolbox ([@bb0030]), which takes the average beta value from all voxels within the ROI. ROIs used in the group level analyses were taken from the standard MNI templates included with the MarsBaR ROI toolbox ([@bb0280]) and focused on brain regions that had previously been implicated in reversal learning. LPFC ROIs included the inferior triangularis and the inferior operculum bilaterally, whilst LOFC ROIs included the inferior orbitalis and the mid orbitalis bilaterally. The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), the caudate body with nucleus accumbens, and the MOFC (defined from the medial orbitalis) were also included in the analysis. Extracted data were examined at the group level in a series of contrasts that differentiated between ROIs that were particularly active at reversal and ROIs that were active more generally during switching or the reception of negative feedback. ROIs that were sensitive to the absolute reward value of the stimuli were identified by examining the mean extracted beta weights from the same ROIs for the linear and non-linear VAS regressors. In all cases, results from the ROI analyses were supplemented with whole brain analyses using FDR correction at p \< 0.05 FDR corrected for all voxels within the brain.

Results {#s0045}
=======

Behavioural assessment and analysis {#s0050}
-----------------------------------

After the neuroimaging procedure, participants were asked to rate all the faces contained on the database using a computer based visual analogue scale (VAS). Subjective ratings of attractiveness showed a significant difference between attractive and unattractive faces (t = 20, P \< 0.001) indicating that assignment of these categories had been successful.

Behavioural data were collected from those blocks in which the participant successfully completed all five phases of the block including the reversal. On average, participants made 4.8 ± 1.9 (mean & standard deviation) responses before settling on a routine response and entering the first criterion phase. In the reversal phase, participants received an average of 2.79 ± 1.2 negative feedback events before performing a reversal and entering the second acquisition phase. The average number of reversals included in the analysis per participant was 18.05 ± 2.19. Examination of trials to criterion using a 2 ∗ 2 repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), in which the conditions were acquisition session (1 or 2) and number of patterns available (2 or 3), revealed that there were no significant main effects of session (F(1,16) = 1.98, p \> 0.05) or available patterns (F(1,16) = 1.15, p \> 0.05), nor any interaction between these two factors (F \< 1).

Mean response time (RT) data were calculated for the 7 types of response included in the first level models ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). A repeated measures ANOVA carried out between the events that were compared in the group level fMRI analysis showed a significant effect of response type (F(3,48) = 27.58 p \< 0.001). Pair-wise tests revealed that RTs were significantly longer at stimulus-set change compared with reversal (t = 5.2 p \< 0.001), contingency negative (t = 5.7 p \< 0.001), and acquisition switch (t = 4.0 p \< 0.001), presumably due to the participant taking in the new patterns. Acquisition switch RTs were significantly longer than those for contingency negative (t = 5.9 p \< 0.001) and reversal (t = 2.8 p = 0.013), whilst reversal RTs were significantly longer than contingency negative (t = 5.0 p \< 0.001).

Neuroimaging results {#s0055}
--------------------

### Contrasting regional activity at reversal to other switch conditions and to non-switches following probabilistic negative feedback {#s0060}

We predicted that areas involved in reversal implementation in particular would be more activated at the point of reversal when compared with the non-switch events that followed negative feedback and the other switch events that did not involve overriding a routine response. Consequently, group level analyses focused on activations associated with the non-switch events that preceded a reversal (contingency negative), the reversal, responses at stimulus-set change, and acquisition switches ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} & [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). First, ROIs that were recruited at the point of reversal were identified by contrasting extracted data for the reversal events with the contingency negative events that came just prior to the reversal. In both types of event, a routine response had been developed as criterion had been reached and negative feedback had been received to indicate that contingencies had changed. However, in the reversal condition the participant changed their selection for the first time, whereas in the contingency negative events the routine response was repeated. Therefore, this contrast controls for activation related to the processing of negative feedback per se. The majority of the ROIs showed significant activation at the point of reversal, with the exception of the ACC ROIs, which showed sub-threshold trends in the same direction, the right inferior orbitalis which showed an effect at just below the corrected threshold, and the Medial OFC, which showed a trend in the opposite direction ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}a). Examination of the same contrast using whole brain analysis with an FDR correction at p \< 0.05 confirmed this result ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}a & [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}a). More specifically, a network of frontoparietal brain regions was activated at the point of reversal, including both the lateral and orbital surfaces of the inferior frontal cortices bilaterally, the anterior cingulate cortex/pre-supplementary motor area, and the striatum. Additional areas of activation were evident in the inferior parietal cortex, the frontopolar cortex, the middle frontal gyrus, and the occipital gyrus bilaterally.

Brain regions that were particularly active during the performance of a reversal compared with other switch events were identified using two further contrasts. ROI data were first contrasted for the reversal minus the stimulus-set change events. In both cases, a routine response had first been developed, criterion had been reached, and a new search subsequently initiated. However, at stimulus-set change the routine response did not have to be overridden, as the previously selected pattern was no longer available. The inferior orbitalis and the mid orbitalis, i.e. LOFC, in the right hemisphere were significantly activated for this contrast ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}b). The corresponding left ROIs followed the same trend but did not stand up to correction for multiple comparisons. By contrast, the LPFC ROIs, showed equivalent activation during both types of switch event. The results from the whole brain analysis, FDR corrected at p \< 0.5, supported these findings with a swathe of activation in the right LOFC including the most posterior extent of the inferior frontal gyrus extending into the anterior insula and the frontopolar portion of the middle frontal gyrus ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}b & [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}b). More focal activation was evident in the left LOFC. Activation was also evident in the right posterior middle frontal gyrus, the superior frontal gyrus, and the right inferior parietal cortex. Unlike the reversal minus contingency negative contrast, little activation was evident in more lateral and dorsal frontal-lobe regions.

ROI data were then contrasted for the reversal minus the acquisition switch events. In both cases, the participant switched away from a previously selected pattern that was still available after receiving negative feedback, however, in the reversal, the pattern that was switched away from was more habitual, having been repeatedly selected throughout the criterion phase. Significant activation was evident selectively within the inferior orbitalis ROIs. Notably, whilst the mid orbitalis ROIs followed the same trend this effect did not stand up to correction for multiple comparisons ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}c). By contrast, the LPFC ROIs were activated to a similar extent in both types of switch. Interestingly, the anterior cingulate ROIs were also active for this contrast with the caudate ROIs following a similar sub-threshold trend. Whole brain analysis confirmed these results, with bilateral activation in the posterior extent of the LOFC, spreading from the most posterior extent of the IFG, through the insula, and including regions within the striatum ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}c & [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}c). It was notable that activation within the anterior LOFC was more focal than for the reversal-set change contrast and did not extend to the frontal pole. Activation was also evident within the ACC/preSMA, and within the right middle temporal gyrus.

Intriguingly, these results suggest that the ACC and CN may be more active at both stimulus-set change and reversal when compared with acquisition switches ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}) --- an unexpected finding. Stimulus-set change and acquisition switch events were therefore contrasted directly. The results demonstrated this to be the case, with heightened activation within the ACC and CN ROIs ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}d). Whole brain analysis showed activation within the striatum, the ACC/MOFC, the medial temporal lobe, and the middle temporal gyrus bilaterally ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}d).

### Contrasting event-related BOLD activations to switch conditions across ROIs {#s0065}

In order to confirm the statistical significance of the difference in ROI activation across the four conditions, extracted data were compared using repeated measures ANOVA with factors of ROI (6 excluding MOFC), Hemisphere (left, right) and Switch Condition (contingency negative, reversal, stimulus-set change, acquisition switch). There was a large main effect of ROI (F~5,80~ = 26.2 p \< 0.001), a sub-threshold main effect of hemisphere (F~1,16~ = 4.2 p = 0.056), and a significant main effect of condition (F~3,48~ = 4.6 p = 0.007). Notably, there was a large significant interaction between condition and ROI (F~15,240~ = 7.5 p \< 0.001), supporting the view that different ROIs were sensitive to different task demands. There was also a significant ROI \* hemisphere interaction (F~5,80~ = 16.9 p \< 0.001) highlighting the right lateralisation observed in the whole brain analyses. There were no other significant interactions. To examine the question of whether LPFC and LOFC ROIs in particular were differentially sensitive to condition, data were averaged across ROI and hemisphere for the LPFC and the LOFC and then compared using a repeated measures ANOVA with factors of ROI (LPFC vs. LOFC) and switch condition. There was a significant main effect of condition (F~(3,48)~ = 8.5 p \< 0.001) and importantly, a significant interaction between ROI and condition (F~(3,48)~ = 11.6 p \< 0.001). Notably, there was no main effect of ROI suggesting that these results were not driven by differences in the overall mean signal intensity.

The question of whether anterior and posterior LOFC ROIs showed significantly different activation profiles across the 4 switch conditions was examined in an additional ANOVA in which the factors were switch condition (4) ROI (2) and hemisphere (2). The results showed a significant main effect of condition (F~(3,48)~ = 6.643 p = 0.001) and importantly, an interaction between ROI and switching condition (F~(3,48)~ = 13.85 p = 0.006). This interaction was driven by greater activation in the mid OFC ROI (anterior) relative to the inferior OFC ROI (posterior) in the acquisition switch condition (left t = 3.253 p = 0.005, right t = 3.036 p = 0.008).

### Identifying brain regions in which the BOLD response correlates with absolute reward value {#s0070}

Sensitivity to the absolute reward value of the feedback images was examined using a series of t-tests on the mean ROI beta weights from the first, second, third and fourth order VAS regressors. The results revealed a large positive relationship between BOLD signal change and the linear VAS regressor within the MOFC ROI ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}e). Whole brain analysis confirmed the ROI results, with a large cluster of activation spreading from the MOFC along the medial frontal wall to the anterior cingulate ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}e & [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}e). The right inferior triangularis and right inferior operculum showed negative correlations with the linear VAS regressor ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}f & [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}f). There were no significant correlations between the non-linear VAS regressors and the BOLD response in any of the ROIs.

Discussion {#s0075}
==========

The use of a reversal learning paradigm in which the feedback was affective, the reward contingency probabilistic, and which employed response switching controls, allowed us to examine different stages of the reversal learning process within the same task design. In accordance with previous findings, our results implicate a network of frontal lobe and striatal brain regions in the reversal learning task. Our results also demonstrate that, whilst much of the prefrontal cortex and striatum co-activate at the point of reversal, anatomically distinct components of this network can be dissociated according to their levels of activation at other stages of the reversal learning task. These findings accord well with a model of prefrontal function in which anatomically distinct frontal lobe regions tend to support different executive demands.

Functionally dissociating the LOFC and the LPFC {#s0080}
-----------------------------------------------

The most important result from the current study is the difference in the profile of the BOLD response in sub-regions of the inferior-frontal cortex. Whilst LPFC and LOFC ROIs responded strongly at the point of reversal, the response within the LPFC was equivalent during other types of attentional switch. By contrast, whilst the LOFC showed a significant response during all attentional switches, the response was particularly strong at the point of reversal, even when contrasted directly with switches that occurred in the acquisition phase of the task. Thus, whilst the LOFC is *differentially* activated by an attentional switch following contingency reversal, the LPFC is not. This result supports previous studies that have reported a functional dissociation between the LPFC and the LOFC during reversal leaning ([@bb0075; @bb0080; @bb0115; @bb0120; @bb0195; @bb0255]). Furthermore, the fact that the LPFC is recruited in a more consistent manner during all switching events, accords well with findings from our previous study ([@bb0120]), in which more dorsal regions of the lateral prefrontal cortex, including the inferior triangularis, showed generally heightened activation when an optimal response was being sought. By contrast, activation within the LOFC ROIs could not be attributed to response switching in general as the BOLD response was particularly strong at the point of reversal. Similarly, whilst previous hypotheses have highlighted the differential activation of the LOFC to negative as opposed to positive affective stimuli (for review see ([@bb0175])), in the current study there was little difference between non-switch events that followed positive or negative feedback prior to the reversal. This pattern of results reinforces the view that the LOFC is not specifically involved in processing negative feedback, but rather, is particularly involved when that feedback leads to a change in behaviour. This observation is also in close concordance with the findings of [@bb0190], who observed that during gambling, the anterior LOFC was not recruited when negative outcomes arose as a result of betting, but later, when the urge to place a bet was overridden on the basis of that feedback.

Is there functional specialisation within the LOFC? {#s0085}
---------------------------------------------------

These findings highlight a prominent role for the LOFC at the point of reversal. However, the question remains, of what the LOFC is doing at the process level during a reversal? One possibility is that the LOFC is involved in affecting change at the point of reversal by overriding the previously rewarded and routine response ([@bb0090; @bb0265]). An alternative is that the LOFC is involved in re-evaluating current expectations about the reinforcer contingencies ([@bb0175; @bb0215; @bb0225]). Indeed, this latter hypothesis of a role in contingency evaluation is supported by both lesion studies in rhesus monkeys ([@bb0205]) and human imaging studies ([@bb0285]). It is also notable that OFC lesions in man have been associated with a deficiency in the 'extinction process' that is --- the relearning of contingencies ([@bb0200]). Such lesions are associated with a tendency to keep behaving according to one set of beliefs even when it is clear from environmental feedback that those predictions no longer reflect the reality of the situation ([@bb0260]). Similarly, patients with obsessive--compulsive disorder (OCD) have both structural and functional abnormalities within the LOFC ([@bb0050]) and are characterised by behavioural rigidity when plans must be adapted. Taken together, this evidence would appear to lend weight to the contingency re-evaluation account of LOFC function. However, it is important to note that these two interpretations are not mutually exclusive, with one relating to the nature of information processing within the LOFC, and the other relating to how LOFC output may affect processing within other brain regions. Furthermore, it seems likely that the LOFC itself is a cognitively heterogeneous structure ([@bb0175]). For example, within the current data set, it is notable that the anterior and posterior LOFC, whilst both responding most strongly at the point of reversal, showed significantly different response profiles during other types of switch. More specifically, the mid orbitalis ROIs showed a greater response during acquisition switches than the more posterior inferior orbitalis ROIs. Furthermore, the results from the whole brain analysis show subtly different patterns of activation when contrasting reversal minus stimulus-set change and reversal minus acquisition switches. In the former case, the frontopolar spread of activation, in association with premotor and parietal cortex, accords particularly well with the pattern of activation that was observed for a similar contrast in our previous study ([@bb0120]) and that was shown to be under activated during reversal learning in patients with OCD ([@bb0050]). In the latter case the activation spread is more posterior, and clearly overlaps with the pattern that is typically observed during task conditions that require the application of deliberate control. Activation within this more posterior LOFC region cannot be ascribed specifically to the processing or evaluation of negative feedback events that lead to changes in behaviour as similar coordinates have been reported when contrasting cross category and within category switches --- both of which follow negative feedback ([@bb0120]). Nor can they be explained specifically in terms of inhibitory control, as similar coordinates have been reported during switches to previously avoided objects when there is no dominant competing response to override ([@bb0115]). More broadly, a similar area has often been reported in task manipulations that involve no obvious reward component at all --- for example, response inhibition in the stop signal task ([@bb0015; @bb0085; @bb0140; @bb0245]), simple target detection ([@bb0135; @bb0185]) and the resolution of ambiguous object discriminations ([@bb0130]). Further research is required to determine the basis of the anterior posterior LOFC dissociation observed here. However, one possible explanation, is that this difference in activation profile across the switch events results from more anterior regions being involved in the re-evaluation of contingencies ([@bb0200; @bb0225]), a process which is also undertaken to a lesser extent during switches in the acquisition phase. Conversely, more posterior regions may play a direct role when effortful control is applied in general ([@bb0140]), in this case to modulate the weights of competing stimulus--response mappings ([@bb0115]) so as to override a routine response. This type of hierarchal functional axis would be analogous to that which is believed to exist in dorsal frontal-lobe areas ([@bb0165]).

The medial OFC and the processing of positive feedback {#s0090}
------------------------------------------------------

The sensitivity of the LOFC and LPFC to conditions that require changes in behaviour, contrasts strongly with the response that is observed in the medial OFC, a result that accords well with the mounting evidence for a functional divide between the medial and lateral OFC ([@bb0090; @bb0175; @bb0215]). Specifically, the MOFC showed little if any significant response during switching; often being deactivated relative to the implicit task baseline when the participants switched to selecting a different pattern. Instead, a strong linear correlation was evident, between MOFC activation and the rated attractiveness of the faces that were used here as reinforcers. This correlation adds to the wealth of evidence supporting a role for the MOFC in the processing ([@bb0090; @bb0120; @bb0175; @bb0180; @bb0210; @bb0215; @bb0220; @bb0225]) and evaluation ([@bb0100; @bb0205]) of rewarding, positive affective inputs.

A role for the ACC and CN in the initiation of search behaviour? {#s0095}
----------------------------------------------------------------

It has previously been reported that both the ACC and the CN play a role in reversal learning and it has been suggested that the ACC and LOFC have a strong functional correlation ([@bb0175; @bb0235]). Consistent with these accounts, in the current study both the ACC and CN ROIs were strongly activated at the point of reversal and much less so during acquisition switches. However, intriguingly, the ACC and CN, unlike the LOFC, were equally activated at the point of stimulus-set change. One prominent hypothesis, proposes that the ACC is particularly involved when there is a response conflict ([@bb0025; @bb0040; @bb0045]). An alternative hypothesis proposes that the ACC is involved more generally in representing and updating the relationship between actions and their outcomes under conditions of uncertainty, when subjects must track contingencies over multiple trials in order to guide decision making ([@bb0250]). The current findings do not accord particularly well with either of these hypotheses. In the former case, ACC activation would be predicted to be particularly high during reversal relative to stimulus-set change due to the requirement to overcome the prepotent response developed over the criterion phase. In the latter case, whilst uncertainty is high at the point of stimulus-set change, activity would be predicted to be low as all stimuli available are new and consequently there are no previous trials to track. Of course, the ACC is a large structure, and quite possibly heterogeneous in function. It is possible, therefore, that the ACC ROIs examined in the current study are distinct from the rather posterior locus that has been associated with response conflict in the previous literature ([@bb0020]). To address this issue, we carried out a supplementary analysis on data extracted from a 5 mm spherical ROI positioned at coordinates that have previously been reported for response conflict (x = 1 y = 10 z = 46 averaged and transformed into MNI space from [@bb0020]). Activation was still greatest for the stimulus-set change and reversal events at this more posterior locus, although it should be noted that the results were qualitatively different from the anatomical ACC ROI with significant activation also evident for switch events in the acquisition phase. One possibility that conforms more closely with our results, is that both the ACC and the CN are particularly involved in initiating new searches, as this process is common to both reversal and stimulus-set change, but not to acquisition switches or non-switches in the contingency/criterion phase. Such a role may accord better with the recently proposed hypothesis that medial frontal-lobe areas work to innervate lateral regions ([@bb0170]), with the ACC working to update the representation within those frontal-lobe areas that are believed to code for the overarching task schema. Similarly, based on a recent review of this literature, it has been suggested that the caudate nuclei contribute to behaviour through the excitation of action schemas and the selection of appropriate sub-goals based upon an evaluation of action outcomes (for a review see ([@bb0110])). Unlike the anatomical ACC ROIs, the CN ROIs were also significantly activated during acquisition switches, only to a lesser extent. The finding of activity in the CN in response switching is consistent with findings from lesion and electrophysiological recording studies in animals ([@bb0230; @bb0290]) and imaging in humans ([@bb0010; @bb0160; @bb0275]).

In conclusion, the present study has confirmed that different sub-regions of the reversal learning network can be dissociated when different stages of the reversal learning process are examined. It logically follows that different regions preferentially support different aspects of executive function with optimal adaptive behaviour emerging from the interactions of this cognitively heterogeneous executive network as a whole.
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![[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the task design. Participants selected one of three abstract patterns that were positioned horizontally across the screen. Subsequently, feedback was presented in the centre of the screen in the form of either an attractive or an unattractive female face. At any given stage of the task there was a rule defining the contingency between pattern selection and feedback such that selecting one of the patterns led to an attractive face five out of every six responses, whereas selecting one of the other patterns always led to the reception of an unattractive face. Each block was divided into five distinct phases. In the first phase, (Acquisition 1) the participant explored the rule relating the selection of the different available patterns to the reception of attractive or unattractive faces. During this phase they made a number of 'acquisition switches', switching from one stimulus to another across trials, before they settled on consistently selecting the same pattern and entered Criterion 1 Phase. This phase lasted until participants had made 5 or 6 consecutive responses to the same pattern, during which they received the positive 'attractive face' on most occasions, 'criterion positive' but at least once, received an unattractive face, 'criterion negative'. Then, the contingencies relating patterns to feedback were changed --- (Contingency change) and upon realising that this was the case, the participants performed a reversal by switching their responses away from the previously rewarded pattern and selecting an alternative pattern, 'reversal event'. The participant then entered the fourth stage of the block (Acquisition 2) in which they explored the new rule relating pattern selection to feedback, subsequent to which they entered the final stage (Criterion 2) in which they settled on consistently selecting the same pattern. When the criterion of 5 or 6 correct responses was met a new block began in which the participants were presented with a completely novel stimulus set. Black dots represent additional trials within a phase that are not depicted in the figure.](gr1){#f0005}

![[Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the mean RT data for the different behavioural responses. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. RTs were longer at stimulus-set change compared with reversal, contingency, and acquisition switch, presumably due to the participant taking in the new patterns. Acquisition switch RTs were significantly longer than those for contingency negative and reversal, whilst reversal RTs were significantly longer than contingency negative.](gr2){#f0010}

![[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the mean beta weights extracted from the ROIs for the four conditions compared in the group level fMRI analysis. ROIs showed significantly different patterns of response during different stages of the reversal learning process. LPFC ROIs consisting of the inferior operculum and inferior triangularis showed similar increases in the BOLD signal during all three switch events relative to negative feedback events that did not lead to a switch in the reversal phase. The LOFC ROIs, consisting of the inferior orbitalis and mid orbitalis, responded particularly strongly at the point of reversal, but also to a lesser extent during other switches. Both the anterior cingulate and the caudate/putamen responded strongly at reversal and stimulus-set change when new searches were initiated. The medial orbitalis did not respond positively during any of the switch conditions.](gr3){#f0015}

![[Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} reports results from the supplementary whole brain analyses with whole brain correction at FDR \< 0.05. a --- activation at the point of reversal relative to contingency negative events that did not lead to a reversal. b --- activation at reversal relative to stimulus-set change. c --- activation at reversal relative to acquisition switches. d --- stimulus-set change minus acquisition switch. e --- positive correlation with the linear VAS regressor. f --- negative correlation with the linear VAS regressor.](gr4){#f0020}

###### 

Results from the group level ROI analyses.

  Contrast                                         ROI                     Hemisphere   Con            t              Corrected P
  ------------------------------------------------ ----------------------- ------------ -------------- -------------- --------------
  a\) Reversal --- contingency negative            Inferior triangularis   Left         2.1            4.62           **\< 0.001**
  Right                                            1.25                    2.98         **0.025**                     
  Inferior operculum                               Left                    1.55         3.14           **0.016**      
  Right                                            1.5                     3.62         **0.003**                     
  Inferior orbitalis                               Left                    1.2          2.86           **0.036**      
  Right                                            1.2                     2.68         *0.060*                       
  Mid orbitalis                                    Left                    1.34         4.58           **\< 0.001**   
  Right                                            2.05                    4.55         **\< 0.001**                  
  Med orbitalis                                    Left                    − 0.63       − 1.27         1.000          
  Right                                            − 0.57                  − 0.91       1.000                         
  Anterior cingulate                               Left                    0.82         1.67           0.508          
  Right                                            1.39                    2.22         0.183                         
  Caudate nucleus                                  Left                    1.79         3.55           **0.004**      
  Right                                            1.69                    3.05         **0.020**                     
  b\) Reversal --- stimulus-set change             Inferior triangularis   Left         0.06           0.17           1.000
  Right                                            0.11                    0.33         0.999                         
  Inferior operculum                               Left                    − 0.46       − 1.2          1.000          
  Right                                            0.25                    0.78         0.968                         
  Inferior orbitalis                               Left                    0.64         1.95           0.320          
  Right                                            1.17                    3.36         **0.008**                     
  Mid orbitalis                                    Left                    0.59         2.6            *0.073*        
  Right                                            1.47                    4.18         **\< 0.001**                  
  Med orbitalis                                    Left                    − 0.49       − 1.28         1.000          
  Right                                            − 0.96                  − 1.97       1.000                         
  Anterior cingulate                               Left                    − 0.02       − 0.05         1.000          
  Right                                            0.49                    1.01         0.911                         
  Caudate nucleus                                  Left                    − 0.06       − 0.14         1.000          
  Right                                            0.07                    0.15         1.000                         
  c\) Reversal --- acquisition switch              Inferior triangularis   Left         0.28           0.77           0.970
  Right                                            0.14                    0.42         0.997                         
  Inferior operculum                               Left                    − 0.09       − 0.23         1.000          
  Right                                            0.21                    0.62         0.987                         
  Inferior orbitalis                               Left                    1.45         4.2            **\< 0.001**   
  Right                                            1.48                    4.03         **\< 0.001**                  
  Mid orbitalis                                    Left                    0.53         2.22           0.182          
  Right                                            0.85                    2.3          0.152                         
  Med orbitalis                                    Left                    0.56         1.38           0.711          
  Right                                            0.9                     1.75         0.447                         
  Anterior cingulate                               Left                    1.33         3.32           **0.009**      
  Right                                            2.04                    3.99         **\< 0.001**                  
  Caudate nucleus                                  Left                    0.94         2.27           0.163          
  Right                                            0.97                    2.13         0.221                         
  d\) Stimulus-set change --- acquisition switch   Inferior triangularis   Left         0.23           0.91           0.941
  Right                                            0.04                    0.16         1.000                         
  Inferior operculum                               Left                    0.36         1.34           0.739          
  Right                                            − 0.04                  − 0.18       1.000                         
  Inferior orbitalis                               Left                    0.81         3.49           **0.005**      
  Right                                            0.31                    1.24         0.801                         
  Mid orbitalis                                    Left                    − 0.06       − 0.36         1.000          
  Right                                            − 0.62                  − 2.49       1.000                         
  Med orbitalis                                    Left                    1.06         3.86           **\< 0.001**   
  Right                                            1.86                    5.4          **\< 0.001**                  
  Anterior cingulate                               Left                    1.35         5.01           **\< 0.001**   
  Right                                            1.55                    4.51         **\< 0.001**                  
  Caudate nucleus                                  Left                    1            3.58           **0.004**      
  Right                                            0.9                     2.96         **0.027**                     
  e\) Correlation with VAS                         Inferior triangularis   Left         − 0.37         − 1.61         0.852
  Right                                            − 1.09                  − 3.6        **0.033**                     
  Inferior operculum                               Left                    − 0.04       − 0.21         1.000          
  Right                                            − 1.24                  − 4.05       **0.013**                     
  Inferior orbitalis                               Left                    − 0.23       − 1.06         0.994          
  Right                                            − 0.77                  − 2.6        0.238                         
  Mid orbitalis                                    Left                    0.04         0.21           1.000          
  Right                                            − 0.5                   − 1.35       0.953                         
  Med orbitalis                                    Left                    1.06         4.01           **0.014**      
  Right                                            1.25                    5.15         **0.001**                     
  Anterior cingulate                               Left                    0.66         3.05           *0.101*        
  Right                                            0.73                    2.08         0.543                         
  Caudate nucleus                                  Left                    0.15         0.61           1.000          
  Right                                            0.28                    0.97         0.998                         

Significant effect at the corrected threshold in bold and sub-threshold trends in italics.

###### 

Results from the group level whole brain analyses.

  Contrast                                         x      y      z      t        Region                            
  ------------------------------------------------ ------ ------ ------ -------- --------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
  a\) Reversal --- contingency negative            − 36   48     6      5.92     Left                              MFG/frontopolar cortex
  − 36                                             33     36     5.73   Left     MFG/mid dorsolateral PFC          
  36                                               12     54     5.61   Right    MFG/premotor cortex               
  27                                               0      15     5.31   Right    Striatum                          
  0                                                − 87   − 6    5.24   Medial   Occipital cortex                  
  − 39                                             21     − 3    5.13   Left     Insula/operculum/posterior LOFC   
  9                                                27     36     5.01   Medial   ACC/preSMA                        
  57                                               − 54   27     4.81   Right    Parietal cortex                   
  − 42                                             6      42     4.63   Left     MFG/premotor cortex               
  27                                               60     − 9    4.61   Right    Anterior LOFC                     
  − 60                                             − 51   30     4.54   Left     Parietal cortex                   
  − 33                                             54     − 9    4.49   Left     Anterior LOFC                     
  − 39                                             18     − 9    4.34   left     Insula/posterior LOFC             
  36                                               18     − 6    4.31   Right    Insula/posterior LOFC             
  18                                               12     − 9    4.31   Right    Striatum                          
  − 48                                             21     − 6    4.12   Left     Posterior LOFC                    
  39                                               57     6      4.06   Right    MFG/frontopolar cortex            
  57                                               15     0      4.04   Right    Insula/operculum                  
  − 27                                             6      6      3.86   Left     Striatum                          
  48                                               33     27     3.85   Right    MFG/inferior triangularis         
  51                                               18     − 9    3.67   Right    Posterior LOFC                    
  − 15                                             9      − 12   3.64   Left     Striatum                          
  b\) Reversal --- stimulus-set change             36     48     − 3    5.99     Right                             Anterior LOFC
  54                                               33     − 12   5.96   Right    Posteror LOFC                     
  6                                                39     51     5.27   Medial   Superior frontal gyrus            
  − 30                                             21     − 9    4.95   Left     Posteror LOFC/insula              
  36                                               21     − 9    4.61   Right    Posteror LOFC/insula              
  45                                               18     45     4.46   Right    MFG/premotor cortex               
  − 45                                             48     − 12   3.74   Left     Anterior LOFC                     
  48                                               − 51   33     3.68   Right    Parietal cortex                   
  36                                               48     18     3.38   Right    MFG/premotor cortex               
  c\) Reversal --- acquisition switch              − 27   21     − 12   6.23     Left                              Posterior LOFC/insula
  57                                               27     − 9    6.17   Right    Posterior LOFC                    
  3                                                − 18   36     5.33   Medial   Posterior cingulate               
  − 9                                              3      − 12   5.1    Left     Striatum                          
  36                                               21     − 12   5.07   Right    Posterior LOFC/insula             
  0                                                − 48   30     4.95   Medial   Posterior cingulate               
  − 39                                             36     − 12   4.92   Left     Posterior LOFC                    
  6                                                39     54     4.73   Medial   Superior frontal gyrus            
  3                                                30     30     4.63   Medial   ACC/preSMA                        
  54                                               − 21   − 12   4.33   Right    Middle temporal gyrus             
  6                                                48     21     4.32   Medial   ACC/preSMA                        
  12                                               12     6      4.21   Right    Striatum                          
  27                                               9      − 9    4.12   Right    Striatum                          
  − 6                                              6      3      4.09   Left     Striatum                          
  36                                               48     − 3    3.61   Right    Anterior LOFC                     
  − 51                                             42     − 9    3.46   Left     Anterior LOFC                     
  d\) Stimulus-set change --- acquisition switch   − 21   − 18   − 12   7.01     Left                              Medial temporal lobe
  30                                               − 18   − 15   6.48   Right    Medial temporal lobe              
  − 48                                             − 9    − 6    6.02   Left     Middle temporal gyrus             
  0                                                39     6      5.66   Medial   ACC                               
  3                                                45     − 6    5.56   Medial   MOFC                              
  3                                                − 30   39     5.55   Medial   Posterior cingulate               
  24                                               6      − 9    5.16   Right    Striatum                          
  48                                               − 15   − 12   5.06   Right    Middle temporal gyrus             
  − 15                                             12     − 3    5.03   Left     Striatum                          
  e\) VAS positive                                 − 6    − 57   18     7.37     Medial                            Precueneus
  0                                                48     − 3    6.82   Medial   ACC/MOFC                          
  51                                               − 30   27     6.76   Right    Temporal parietal junction        
  0                                                36     − 6    6.47   Medial   ACC/MOFC                          
  − 27                                             − 36   − 12   5.8    Left     Medial temporal lobe              
  − 57                                             − 30   36     5.56   Left     Temporal parietal junction        
  f\) VAS negative                                 36     24     3      10.75    Right                             Insula/operculum/inferior triangularis
  6                                                18     48     8.1    Medial   Supplementary motor area          
  − 27                                             45     21     7.4    Left     MFG/mid DLPFC                     
  − 39                                             18     0      6.65   Left     Insula/operculum                  
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